INTRODUCING PRINCE CASTLE’S CTD & CTDE TOASTERS
Prince Castle’s newest toasters, CTD and CTDE, are the latest addition to the Optimum series. Featuring
revolutionary new designs that increase the versatility of toasting, maximizes space-saving and provides
industry leading toast quality with the convenience of vertical toasting. In addition, Prince Castle's
unique compression adjustment design allows for better compression control for a wide variety of bread
types and bun sizes. Further, with variable speed motors, you can adjust your toasting time from 6-40
seconds.
The Prince Castle Optimum Series Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industry Leading Toast Quality
Slim Design & Small Footprint
Programmable Speeds & Temperatures
Multiple Belt Options
Industry Leading Compression Settings
LCD Touch Screen with Digital Programming

CTD & CTDE FAQ:
What does CTD stand for?
CTD: Contact Toast Dual

What makes the CTD different?
Our smallest most flexible toasting solution, at 60% smaller than the legacy 297 and 17% smaller than
the competition, this little wonder delivers the highest quality toast on the largest range of bread
products in the industry.
When space is at a premium, Prince Castle’s CTD toasters are the ideal solution. Because we know every
second counts and time is money.
Who should buy the Prince Castle CTD?
This toaster is perfect for restaurants with small commercial kitchens that need to create a wide variety
of fresh, on-demand sandwiches without compromising limited and valuable space. If you’re looking for
a compact solution for your smaller kitchen, Prince Castle’s CTD toaster packs the punch.
Create maximum flexibility with a minimal footprint:
•
•
•
•

Adjustable toast times ranging from 6-40 seconds
Easy to use touchscreen display with precise and repeatable settings
Larger compression settings to accommodate more bread types
Available in three conveyor options; wire, silicone and stainless steel

What does CTDE stand for?
CTDE: Contact Toast Dual Extended
What makes the CTD different?
When it comes to speed of service, every second counts-time is money. Double your toasting output
with precision using Prince Castle’s CTDE toaster.
Prince Castle’s CTDE enables you to toast 2 buns in the time it took to toast 1 bun. This is proven
technology, in fact top QSR chains have used our dual sides toasters for years.
Who should buy the Prince Castle CTDE?
This toaster is perfect for quick-serve chicken and burger restaurants dealing with peak demand and
that need to make sandwiches as fast as possible to keep up—without compromising quality.
Speed up your profits with double the throughput:
•
•
•
•
•

30% smaller compared to our legacy 297 toaster—takes up less space
Adjustable toast times ranging from 6-40 seconds
Easy to use touchscreen display with precise and repeatable settings
Larger compression settings to accommodate more bread types
Available in three conveyor options: wire, silicone and stainless steel

The best kitchen innovations are inspired by a passion to simplify food preparation. At Prince Castle, our
products stem from real experience in the kitchen and are developed by people who are passionate
about making it easier and simpler to make great tasting food.

To learn more about CTD & CTDE Toasters visit princecastle.com
To contact us directly, go to princecastle.com/contact/

.

